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ABSTRACT 
The NIDS is a term which specify about the introduction of the malicious attacks which takes place in the 

networks. This paper focuses on the types of the attacks which are made on the networks and the prevention 

technique which will help the network to avoid an intrusion in the network. The paper focuses on the terms that 

how the confidentiality, integrity, and assurance would be provided in the network.NIDS perform analysis of all 

traffic passing on a network fragment or subnet.Perform packet sniffing and analyze network traffic to identify 

and stop bads activity. They are typically deployed inline. Like a network firewall. They receive packets, 

analyze them, decision whether they should be permitted, and enable acceptable packets to pass 

through.Network-based products might be able to detect and stop some unknown warning through application 

protocol analysis.However, network-based products are generally not capable of closing malicious or vicious 

mobile code or Trojan horses. An IDS is a network security technology used originally built for detecting 

vulnerability exploits a target application or computer. The IDS is also listen only device. It can monitor the 

traffic traveling to or from different device on that network. There are mainly two type’s approaches. First 

approach name is signature based system and the second approach is anomaly based system. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Network Intrusion Detection System is the act of detect the unnecessary traffic on a Network system. Intrusion 

Detection System (IDS) have become a necessity in computer security system because of the increase in 

unauthorized access and attracks. (NIDS) is the method of computer or network used to manage a security. The 

Intrusion Detection is a considerable component in computer security system. A many network security 

applications such as the Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) and Data Loss Prevention System (DLPS) 

are based on deep packets inspection is done in the packets. The firewall is very important to detect the traffic of 

networking. These packets or subnets are checked with startingly define the attack signature to locate whether it 

contains harmful traffic or not. Network intrusion detection is startingly an increase important tool to protect the 

critical information and infrastructure from is not authorized access. Network Intrusion Detection System 

(NIDS) is commonly based on the workstation connected to a network working. As in network system cost is 

main difficulties, so the rates of packets modern high speed networks are not sustainable. These results in the 

packets loss which degrades the system’s overall effectiveness. The system is attacker can internally overload 

the network intrusion detection system to evade detection. One can study using paper as per their requirements 

which are available on NIDS i.e.  Modern workstation architecture. The monitor or traffic is a large NIDS 

server. A switch, router, gateway is a smaller system in network intrusion detection system. It can be the total 

bandwidth is constant and the across the different frames. A higher message rate than tests are large message. 

The test small tokens produce. Topology is design by the logical or physical. The attacker can be attack on 

networking system. It can be reduce the life of computers. The NIDS is checking the monitors and send the 

packets are fixed time period. The multiple paths of routing this attack can be possible. Signal is gain the 

attacker and security system is the break or drop. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The material is used in NIDS cables, switch, firewall, PCs, wireless network etc. 

Different types of Attacks: 

Scanning attack: It can be the used for information about the system being attacked. It can be used to detect the 

errors. The use of scanning technique is attack can gain topology information. These types of network traffic are 
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active hosts on a network, OS, Firewall, version numbers of software, port scanner, TCP, SYN, and UDP etc. 

Port scan is a procedure that sends sender request to a range of server port addresses on a host, with the goal of 

active port. TCP is design and operations of the internet are based on the Internet Protocol Suite also called as 

TCP/IP. The TCP is simplest port scanner. It uses the operating system network function. The next option to go 

to when is not a describe next. If port is open, the operating system is completely the TCP three way 

handshakes. SYN scan is a form of TCP of scanning.SYN system is used for the network functions. The port is 

scanner generate the IP packets itself, monitors for responses.UDP scanning is simple and possible. UDP is a 

technical challenge. UDP is a connectionless protocol. There is not equivalent to a TCP and SYN token. UDP 

messages are sent to the port that is not open packets. The UDP port scanner is use for scanning technique, and 

use the non-appearance of a response to reason that port is open. However, firewall block the infected port, this 

method will falsely give a message of open port. 

Slow Read attack: The Slow Read attack sends the data application layer requests but receiver reads the request 

is very slowly. The time is waste. While emptying clients TCP the buffering gets slow and slow reading is 

achieved by advertising a very small number for the TCP received window. The data is transmitted from the 

different devices simultaneously. This topology is high traffic. In network connection are more chances of 

redundancies. The cost of network is way too high as compare to the network topologies. A NIDS in mesh 

topology is a network topology .All nodes are distributed data and detect the errors of network system by using 

NIDS and the use of firewall. Electricity to transmit a signal or message or electrically using the either routing 

techniques. Packets are send data by node to node by the destination. A fully connected network is all nodes are 

connected to each other of NIDS in mesh network. In mesh topology have the disadvantages of it does not have 

security & reliability. 

Danial Attack: There are two types of Daniel of Service i.e.DoS Attack. The first type is flooding and the 

second type is flaw exploitations. The simply implement of flooding attack. In computing, a denial of service 

attack is a network resource. It is not available to intended clients, such as to temporarily or it is an attempt to 

make a machine. Penetration Attack: A penetration is a software attack on computer system. This malicious 

payload can deliver either through the some input medium (for example floppy disk or CD-ROM). The 

international activation is not needed ie.double click on icon.  

Local Penetration Attack: It can be refers to computer program that gains unauthorized access to the computer 

on which running (i.e. When a program is being to be running). 

Reconfigure firewall: Configure firewall to filter the out of IP address of the user. However, this hack allows the 

user to attack from other address. The checkpoint firewall support to SAMP for the configuring firewall. The 

network will freely run. While firewall protect the external access. They leave the network is not protected from 

internal intrusions. That 80% of loss due to “hacker” the hack estimated have been the internal attacks. 

The fig 1 shows the network intrusion detection system is used in the firewall. It can be the detect the traffic 

network system. It is control by the traffic. The communication between the internet and the computers. The 

used in more networking devices.  
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Fig1. Network Intrusion Detection System 
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 Fig 2.NIDS in Mesh Topology 

 

The fig 2 shows NIDS in mesh topology is connected to each other. In a mesh network topology each the 

network devices is interconnected with one another. The information or data is sending one to another is very 

easy. The node is decides the closes path and send the data. In NIDS is detect the error of network system and 

the packets are send is correctly.  

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
We use firewall to detect error or data loss in transmission path during data transmission. Information taken 

from internet will be scanned from NIDS to remove unnecessary noise. NIDS implement investigation of all 

traffic passing on a network segment or subnet or message or packets. The perform packet and analyze network 

traffic to identify and stop the activity. The NIDS is a real time detection and response. It can be the 

complement and verifications of the NIDS in Mesh topology. The operating system of NIDS in mesh topology 

is independence. We device NIDS, a new multi-phase distributed network intrusion detection and the 

presentation messages in a virtual networking area that captures and cloud the services. The NIDS is used to 

detect error in network system. NIDS utilizes the attack graph model to conduct attack detection. A future work 

is implemented in the wide area network with the large area distributed to be a controlled the limited power 

consumption in future. The NIDS is implemented by the wireless technology. It can be the reduces or increases 

the danger attacks. 

Advantages :  

1) Mesh topology commonly used in wireless network. 

2) Information is send to all computers at a time. 

3) It is very faster transferring the data. 

Disadvantages: 

1) The remove computer is very complicated. 

2) No security. 

3) It can be the more cables are connected required than other topologies. 

4) The important information is hack to hacker. 

5) Mesh topology is very difficult because computer is connected to each other. 

6) The traffic problem is required in network. 

7) It is not easy to installation computer in networking. 

 

CONCLUSION 
To improve the detection accuracy. It can be the investigated in the future work. The scalability of the proposed 

NIDS can be investigated by investigated the decentralized networking control and attack to the analysis model. 

By using NIDS we can avoid the data loss which leads to accurate data transmission with less consume of time. 

NICE is used to detect and reduce the combining attacks in the cloud virtual networking environment. NIDS 

utilizes the attack graph model to conduct attack detection. The software switches based solution is used in 

programmability to improve the detect or expose accuracy. NICE used to graph model to conduct attack 

detection and remove the error of network model. The work presented here focuses by the networking attack. 

Future work involves the NIDS approaches such as the protocols filtering and the analysis. The paper proposed 

a filtering the architecture of network intrusion detection system. 
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